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Project Exclusive  

Sydney Opera House, one of the most famous and distinctive 

buildings globally, a masterpiece of 20th-century architecture.  

The building most notorious for its striking arches externally, 

although it’s the interior that shines. Housing it's iconic Concert 

Hall, stunning Drama Theatre, Playhouse, Joan Sutherland 

Theatre and Utzon Room.  

The Sydney Opera House was awarded a 6 Star Green Star 

Performance rating during its 2020 refurbishment by the Green 

Building Council Australia (GBCA), representing world leadership 

in environmental and social sustainability.  

It is one of the first World Heritage-listed buildings globally to 

have earned this highest possible certification. 
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CLIENT  

Sydney Opera House 

ARCHITECT 

ARM Architecture  

BUILDER 

Taylor Construction 

 



 

The Access Floor Scoop  

ASP Access Floors remain honoured to have 347m2 

of our ICON HD product included in the foundation 

of the iconic Concert Hall after its refurbishment. 

Our ICON HD product specifically chosen for its high 

load capacity, allowing the flooring to be subjected 

to regular heavy live rolling loads. 

ICON HD was selected for its Environmental Product 

Declaration (EPD) as it has a recyclability content of 

over 97%, aligning with the project’s sustainability 

targets.  Our ICON HD product covering 347m2 of 

the back of house space provides a rigid grid under 

structure that can be lifted, reconfigured and 

redesigned on a regular basis with ease.  

This adaptability and convenience are paramount to 

such a high traffic and face paced environment.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Sustainability Trends  
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ICON HD 

(347m2) 

ICON HD Incorporates thicker 
steel than the standard 

systems which provide a 
longer lifespan, the product Is 
suitable for environments that 
are subject to regular heavy 

live rolling loads. 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

Won the NSW Architecture Medallion 
for its symphony of design, innovation 

and acoustic excellence. 

347m2 of ICON HD 

Maintaining carbon neutral status 
year-on-year since 2018. 


